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Crypto currencies are now accepted as payment option for
sms77
March 9th, Kiel. sms77 now also oﬀers crypto currencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Dash,
Litecoin, Monero and others as payment options. Thus the SMS Gateway Provider supplements its
oﬀer around a digital innovation, which corresponds to the own business philosophy.
In cooperation with the provider CoinPayments, an integrated payment gateway, sms77 now
enables its customers to pay via digital crypto currency. Conversions, exchange rates and
fees can be viewed on the responsible website. Besides systems and platforms for
processing smart contracts such as Ethereum and Ripple, well over 250 altcoins are currently
supported there. In addition to the already mentioned currencies, these include also Bitcoin
Cash (BCH), DigiByte (DGB), Lisk (LSK), Syscoin (SYS), Vertcoin (VTC) and Waves.
The payment procedure diﬀers from other modules in the structure of the interface and the
actual payment processing. Thus, the current exchange rate determines the exact settlement
amount. The amount, which is charged at the end as credit at sms77, remains unaﬀected by
the exchange rate ﬂuctuations. Depending on the coins they collect (prospect), customers
can select the corresponding abbreviation, whereby the conversion rate is also indicated. So
it can be more lucrative to pay with DASH instead of DODGE. A little know-how and
mathematics is required here. However, experienced miners usually know the value of their
coins by heart anyway. A prerequisite for customers to use the payment method is a
registered account with CoinPayments and of course suﬃcient credit in the form of the
chosen crypto currency.
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In the background, entire networks of high-performance computers then start calculating
complex algorithms in order to complete the transaction in a matter of seconds. For the
customer himself, the ordering process is completed with just a few mouse clicks.
Why sms77 now decides to pay by crypto currency is mainly due to the already proven
technical implementation as well as the high degree of recognition and increasing popularity
of the digital coins. Last but not least, the company is also committed to the advancement of
modern technologies. Even if the company is permanently interested in new developments
and has experienced employees in the ﬁeld, it is not afraid to take the path towards
future-oriented possibilities.
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With sms77 you expand your communication & marketing area
many times over. Simple. Fast. Reliable. Reliable.
sms77 is a business SMS gateway with professional solutions to send and receive SMS. To
extend the communication structure sms77 oﬀers extensive functions, scalable APIs as well
as high quality routes with high-end performance.
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